
Third Conditional

Name: Result: Date: __/40  __/__/20__

He __________________ great-ah, great-if he _______________ his
voice in an expedition to your terrible England!
1.

(be) (not/lose)

He ______________________ yes if she ____________ him to put on
woollen mittens.
2.

(answer) (ask)

If that button ___________ evidence against you, I see now that it
______________________ a powerful nerve to appear so unconcerned, and
especially to return it to me.

3.

(be) (require)

They, too, hoped no one was suffering, and if they ____________ that not
far away a poor boy was in great distress they _______________________
as well as they did that night.

4.

(know) (not/sleep)

If she ______________ an hour later she __________________________
the trail at all.
5.

(start) (not/follow)

If she _____________ away he ____________________ her, but as
though by instinct she let it rest there.
6.

(shrink) (seize)

If I ____________ an interest, the deal __________________ a success!7.
(take) (be)

If it ______________ the captain's wife he ______________________ to
her mentally as a kid, he said.
8.

(not/be) (refer)

If I _______________ him in the act, I __________________________ the
sound came from a bird's throat.
9.

(not/see) (not/believe)

If she ___________ I ______________________ her and asked her to
come back for your sake.
10.

(do) (forgive)

Knowing, then, the authorship of that most daring exploit, it
__________________ strange if he _________________ to the same
quarter for an explanation of the similar blows dealt him so soon after.

11.

(be) (not/look)
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Undoubtedly Leopold ____________________ him then and there if his
boy's strength ____________________.
12.

(kill) (not/give out)

Fortunately the attempt failed, but
_________________________________ if this life-giving ship
________________?

13.

(what profit/it/be/?) (passive/sink)

If I __________ any prospect of getting a job the following week, I too
______________________ to the preacher.
14.

(have) (listen)

And if it ______________ William, but somebody else, it
__________________ the same.
15.

(not/be) (be)

She felt the pain of this so keenly now that it seemed to her it
__________________ a good thing if the ball ______________ half an inch
to the left.

16.

(be) (swerve)

I returned home, not greatly dejected by my failure, since, thanks to Mr.
Wilson, I had so well understood the existing conditions before starting out
that I __________________ surprised if I ________________.

17.

(be) (succeed)

They yelled at me to hold up, and I expected every moment to hear the
crack of revolvers, for the poorest shot among them ___________________
no difficulty in dropping my horse at that distance if they _____________ to
stop me.

18.

(find) (want)

Call it vanity what you will; but it was a glorious sensation, that which
came over Dick, and he __________________ a strangely unnatural lad if he
_______________ excited.

19.

(be) (not/feel)

Imagination is staggered when it attempts to calculate the probable
numbers; if Egyptian civilisation _____________ ten centuries longer, the
dead ___________________ by expelling the living from their native land.

20.

(last) (end)
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